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Posted by u/_baby_giraffe_ 14 days ago

Young girl wearing a t-shirt honoring th NZ shooter


 72 Comments  Share  Save

metsalehti 40 points · 14 days ago

How edgy wow she's so cool, she's not like everyone else, she's unique and original and a free thinker wow!! I hope I can
get her autograph soon!!

Share Report Save

Sikfreaq 17 points · 14 days ago

This is fucking stupid.

Share Report Save

blackstarhero666 32 points · 14 days ago

The art style is good. However artist is a Disgusting human being and so is the wearer

Share Report Save

Comment removed by moderator 14 days ago

blackstarhero666 3 points · 14 days ago

That's ur opinion. Op should have put it to good use not this shit

Share Report Save

NoTrickWick 21 points · 14 days ago

How is the shirt honoring the NZ shooter? I don’t see it.

Share Report Save

_baby_giraffe_ 24 points · 14 days ago

It's him drawn as an anime girl with a Halo doing a Catholic saint pose. Note the gun with the writing on it and the
manifesto tucked under his/her arm

Share Report Save

Philosopher_1 6 points · 14 days ago

Idk if it’s drawn as a girl, just long hair making the anime character look like girl.

Share Report Save

godzillarises 1 point · 14 days ago

Damn that’s a deep cut. Also she’s garbage

Share Report Save



Comment removed by moderator 14 days ago (0 children)

Dogbone10 7 points · 14 days ago

The person on it is the NZ shooter, even has the gun with all the writing and such.

Share Report Save

HotrodCandC 3 points · 14 days ago

Is it possible she doesn’t know what it was?
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i.redd.it/5inl55...

Posted by u/PraiseTheSun-42 3 days ago

My father died of lung cancer 2 years ago, the town had a tree planted for him in the public park with a plaque to memorialize him.
Almost a year after getting planted someone chose to bypass the small fence around it and cut it down.

4 2

  1.1k Comments  Share  Save
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i.redd.it/4qw1s7...
Posted by u/Sparklylomens 1 day ago
That’s jacked up

  1.3k Comments  Share  Save
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i.redd.it/fhi1an...
Posted by u/Fencrier 6 days ago
Parent leaves kid unrestrained in place of gaterade (X post from insane parents)

  678 Comments  Share  Save

32.8k




i.redd.it/g56xj6...
Posted by u/etuck77 6 days ago
Glad he’s going to prison.

  791 Comments  Share  Save

25.9k



i.redd.it/v0uiou...

Posted by u/laughingironically 5 days ago

5 years ago, I local boy died in a car wreck on a well know residential road. Today the family received this letter from an
anonymous “neighbor”.

  1.0k Comments  Share  Save
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Posted by u/hayleystern 1 day ago
When you didn’t get a prom date so you have to ruin someone else’s promposal :(

  792 Comments  Share  Save
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i.redd.it/vffbp6...
Posted by u/Af203 6 days ago
Vandalising an ancient structure...

  435 Comments  Share  Save
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i.redd.it/7358qr...

Posted by u/RedRoverLaws 3 days ago

A woman was drunk, speeding, and texting on a wet road and killed a kid. She’s suing his parents for 1.3 million for emotional
damages

  347 Comments  Share  Save
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nsfw
Posted by u/turdFARMER_DDS 6 hours ago
Now here's a real POS.

  862 Comments  Share  Save
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i.redd.it/bi9i4p...
Posted by u/ryessica 5 days ago
Don't be nice!

  119 Comments  Share  Save
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i.redd.it/endi0i...

Posted by u/Icy9kills 2 days ago

Two friends posing for a selfie after driving drunk and playing chicken with oncoming traffic. They crashed and killed two innocent
people.

  187 Comments  Share  Save
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i.redd.it/pozkn1...

Posted by u/Roadman123 7 days ago

The person who initiated the Emmit Till case admits that she lied about the supposed “wolf whistle” that started the
case.

  118 Comments  Share  Save
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i.redd.it/sg7at0...

Posted by u/crazyknickers 2 days ago

Wups! I thought he was 18..so, magically the charges are dropped and she is not held responsible for having sex with a child?? Can
other groomers say this too?.. wups! I was drunk, she looked 18!

  166 Comments  Share  Save
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i.redd.it/0co18k...
Posted by u/StardustLegend 1 day ago
Whoever decided to drown this puppy

  141 Comments  Share  Save
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i.redd.it/pab3yv...
Posted by u/TheFrederation__ 6 days ago
I dont even get what benfit you would get from this

  34 Comments  Share  Save
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i.redd.it/9l42ob...

Posted by u/Skylarlis 3 days ago

My Gf's recently evicted roommates decided to leave this bar of soap with a screw sticking out of it on the floor in attempt to make
her step on it!

  47 Comments  Share  Save
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i.redd.it/0heixa...
Posted by u/buk_lau99 1 day ago
Never seen a more punchable face

  136 Comments  Share  Save
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i.redd.it/9o2j11...
Posted by u/533291 1 day ago
West Baltimore teen found guilty of felony murder in death of officer Amy Caprio, faces life in prison

  156 Comments  Share  Save

1.4k


 

i.imgur.com/x4bBOY...
Posted by u/Filthyy- 5 days ago
A POS blocked and then nail-trapped a car in my neighborhood

  47 Comments  Share  Save
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Posted by u/mongro11 1 day ago
These kids on TikTok

  86 Comments  Share  Save
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Posted by u/Jaydon1 1 day ago
Lady tries to kill 2 women after starting a fight she lost.

  116 Comments  Share  Save
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i.redd.it/u0pf1h...
Posted by u/dissapointingsalad81 6 days ago
Hope it's a troll

  108 Comments  Share  Save
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Posted by u/PresidentFartFeather 3 days ago
POS mom forced her kids to smoke weed

  77 Comments  Share  Save
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i.redd.it/z70dlz...
Posted by u/namssanami 5 days ago
Dabbing on a dudes dead grandma to own the NRA

  121 Comments  Share  Save
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i.redd.it/shyw7r...
Posted by u/1MightBeAPenguin 3 days ago
This shitty way of leaving a tip

  58 Comments  Share  Save
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